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Abst rac t - -The  paper deals with the blow-up rate of positive solutions of the system ut = 
uxx + ut::v ~12, vt = vxx + ut2:v l~2 with nonlinear boundary conditions ux(O,t) = 0, Ux(1, t) = 
(u pn v m~)(1, t), and vx(0, t) = 0, vx(1, t) -- (up21 vp22)(1, t). Under some assumptions on the matri- 
ces L = (lij) and P = (Pij) and on the initial data uo, v0, the solution (u, v) blows up at finite time T, 
and we prove that maxxe[o,: ] u(x, t) (respectively, maxxe[0,: ] v(x, t)) goes to infinity like (T - t) ~1/2 
(respectively, (T - t )~2/2)  as t --~ T, where ~i < 0 are the solutions of (L - Id)(/3:, ~2)t = (_ 1, -1)  t. 
(~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In  th i s  paper ,  we cons ider  the  b low-up  ra te  for the  fo l lowing sys tem of  semi l inear  heat  equat ions  
w i th  non l inear  boundary  cond i t ions :  
U t = ~txx -4-ul:lvl:2~ 
~x(0 , t )  = 0, 
u. (1 , t )  = (uP: 'vPl2)(1, t ) ,  
~(x, o) = uo(x), 
Yt ~ Vxx -~ ul21v 122, 
vx(O,t) = o, 
v(x, 0) = v0(x) ,  
(x,t) e (0,1) x (0,T), 
t e (0,T), 
t C (0,T), 
x e (0, :) .  
(:.:) 
Here  the  matr i ces  L = ( l i j )  and P = (Pij) sat is fy  the  fo l lowing assumpt ion .  
ASSUMPTION A.  P and L are  two matr ices  wi th  nonnegat ive  entr ies such that  max{l :1 ,122} 
< 1, max{pu,P22} < 1, det  (L -  Id)  < 0, and det  (P -  Id )  < O. 
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Under these hypotheses there exist two unique vectors (al, as) and (/~1,/32) with ai < 0 and 
3~ < 0 such that 
(P - Id ) ( : : )=( - l )  and (L - Id ) (~: )=( -~) .  (1.2) 
Here, without loss of generality, we assume that al  < a2 < 0 and /31 ~ /32 < 0. Further, we 
suppose that lij, as, and 3i satisfy the following hypotheses. 
-e)  ASSUMPTION B. lu _> 121, /31//32 > al/a2 > 1, and (L - Id ) ( : : )  <_ ( -2 " 
EXAMPLE. Let /11 = 1/2, 121 = 2/5, 112 ---- 5/2, /22 = 4/5, PU = 1/2, P12 = 9/8, P21 = 3/7, and 
P22 = 1/2. Then we get al  = -7,  a2 = -4,/31 = -3,/32 = -1,  and (al,  a2),(/31,/32) satisfy (1.2) 
and Conditions A and B. 
We also suppose that the initial functions atisfy the following conditions. 
~,lll ,/12 V~/ ~,/21~,/22 ASSUMPTION C. uo(x), VO(X) • C2([0, 1]), u~  + 0 ~0 > 0, u~ _ > 0, + 0 ~0 > 0, v~ _ > 0, 
Uo(X) > 1, and vo(x) > 1 for any x • (0, 1). 
Under Condition C, by the minimum principle, we have u(x, t) _> 1 and v(x, t) > 1 for any 
(x , t )  • [0,11 × [o, T). 
Under Hypothesis A, it is proved in [16] that the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1) blows up in 
finite time T. As t --* T we have 
limsup { []u(.,t)llL~([O,1] ) + I]v(.,t)[IL~([o,1]) } = Too. 
t---* T 
We can also prove that both functions u(x, t) and v(x, t) go to infinity as t --* T. In fact, assume 
that u(x, t) remains bounded in [0, 1] × [0, T). Then v(x, t) satisfies the relations 
vt = Vxx + Kv z~2, in (0, 1) × (0, T), 
vx(O,t) = 0, vx(1,t) _< KvP22(1,t), t • (O,T), (1.3) 
v(x,O) = vo(x), in (0, 1), 
where K is a bound for max{uZ21,uP21). Since max{122,P22} _< 1, it is well known that v(x,t) 
remains bounded up to time T (see [14]). Hence, T is not the blow-up time. This is a contradiction 
with our assumption. 
Over the past two decades the blow-up problem for the solutions of nonlinear parabolic equa- 
tions with nonlinear boundary conditions has deserved a great deal of interest (see [1-11]). For 
this kind of problem, in particular, the blow-up rate and the localization of blow-up points are not 
well known even in the case of a single parabolic equation with a nonlinear boundary condition. 
Some of those results closely related to ours are as follows. 
In [12,13], Deng, Lin and Wang studied the problem 
ut = Au, vt = Av, (x, t) • BR(O) x (0, T), 
Ou Ov 
On vP' On uq' (x, t) • OBR(O) × (0, T), (1.4) 
uo(x,0) = uo(x), v(x ,o )  = vo(x),  x • BR(0), 
where pq > 1, Uo(X), Vo(X) • C 2 are radially symmetric, and satisfy the boundary conditions and 
Auo > e > 0, Avo > e > 0. They proved that there exist two positive constants c and C such 
that 
c <_ max u(x , t ) (T -  t) ~/2 <_ C, fo r0<t<T,  
xEBR(O) 
(1.5) 
c< max v (x , t ) (T -  t) ~/2 <_ C, fo r0<t<T,  xCBR(O) 
where T is the blow-up time, a = (p + 1)/(pq - 1) and/3 = (q + 1)/(pq - 1). 
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In [10], Rossi considered the following problem: 
ut  = Au ,  vt  = AV,  
Ou Ov 
- -  uP l lvP12  - -  11P21vP22 ' 
On On 
o) = > o, o) = vo(x) > o, 
(z , t )  • BI(O) × (O,T),  
( . , t )  • OB (O) x (O,T), 
x C BI (0) ,  
(1.6) 
where the matr ix  P = (Pij) satisfies Hypothesis A, the initial functions u0,v0 + Ca(BI(O))  
are radially symmetr ic  and satisfy the boundary conditions, and the first three derivatives of 
uo(r), v(r) (r = ]]x]l ) are nonnegative. In [10], the author proved that  there exist positive 
constants e and C such that  
c _< max u(x , t ) (T  - t) -~'/2 <_ C. for 0 < t < T, 
x•Bn(O)  
c< max v(x , t ) (T  - t) -~2/2 < C, fo r0<t<T,  
- -  x•Bf~(O) 
(1.7) 
where a l  and c~2 are given by (1.2). 
In [8,9], the author considered problem (1.1) for the cases 112 = 121 = 0, or 112 ¢: 0, /21 ¢ 0, 
and (L - Id)( ~ -2 ) > ( )" The same estimates as (1.7) were obtained. 
Similar results on the blow-up rate were obtained in [3,4,14 16] for some single equations. 
In this paper, by a modification of the method given in [8-10], we establish the following results. 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  Assumptions A -C  hold, then the solution (u(x, t), v(x, t)) of (1.1) blows up at 
finite time T and there exist positive constants c and C sud~ that 
u (x , t ) (T  - t) -~' <_ C, c < max 
- x• [o , l ]  
v(x , t ) (T -  t) -& <_ C, C < max 
x•[0,1] 
for 0 < t < T, 
forO < t < T, 
,; 
where fli(i = 1, 2) are given by (1.2). 
REMARK 1. By" the result in [9] (also see the estimates (1.7)) and Theorem 1.1 (see esti- 
mates (1.8)), we Mso give the relations between the reaction terms utl~v 1~2, u~2'v l~ and the 
-2  
absorption terms umlv m2, uP=v p22 affecting blow-up properties. If (L - Id)(':: ) > ( .2 ), then 
-2  
the absorption terms play the dominating roles; if (L - Id)( ~ ) < ( -2 ), then the reaction terms 
play the dominating roles. 
REMARK 2. Let / t l  = /21, lt2 = 122, P l l  ~ P21, P12 = P22, P l l  + Pt2 > 1, l l l  + 112 < i[ (or 
lu + 112 > 1), and uo(x) = vo(x) in (0,1). Then system (1.1) is deduced to a single equation, i.e., 
u(x, t) - v(x, t). Moreover, we have c~t = c~2 = -1 / (pu  + P12 - 1),/31 = fie = -1 / ( / t l  + 112 - 1), 
and conditions (L -  Id)(~l  -2 < are changed into 2) > ( - )  (respectively, ( L -  Id)( ~ 
l l l+ / t2  < 2(pu +p12) - 1 (respectively, lit + 112 >_ 2(pu +pro)  - 1). Therefore, the result in [9] 
and Theorem 1.1 are the results in [16] (see above Proposition 2.1). 
THEOREM 1.2. I f  Assumptions A -C  hold, then for any r E [0.1) there exists a constant C = C(r) 
such that 
max u(z, t) < C, t E [0, T), 
,e[0,d 
max v(x, t) < C, t E [0, T), 
x • [0,d 
(i.e., the blow-up set is localized in boundary x = 1). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some auxil iary propositions. 
Section 3, which deals with the blow-up rates, we prove our main results. 
I n 
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2. AUXIL IARY PROPOSIT IONS 
In this section, we state some propositions that play an important role in Section 3. We begin 
with a result of [16]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let w(x, t) be the positive solution of the problem 
wt = w~ + w ~, in (0, 1) x (0, T), 
w~(O,t) = O, w~(1,t) = wq(1,t), t • (O,T), (2.1) 
w(x, O) = To(X) > O, in [0, 1], 
where l > 0, q > 0, max{/,q} > 1, the initial function To(X) satisfies the inequalities w~  + WZo >_ 0 
and w~ > O, and T is the blow-up time. Then blow up occurs only at x = 1 and there exist 
positive constants e and C such that 
c<_ max w(x , t ) (T - t )a=w(1 , t ) (T - t )a<C,  fo rO<t<T,  
xE[0,11 (2.2) 
where a = 1 / ( l -  1) i l l  _> 2q-  1, a = 1 / (2 (q -  1)) i l l  < 2q-  1. 
Now we prove a result on comparison for the functions u(x, t) and vr(x, t) (where (u, v) is the 
solution of (1.1)). This result allows us to reduce in a sense the case of a system to the case of a 
single equation. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Under Assumptions A-C, there exists a constant C > 0 such that Cu(x, t) >_ 
vr(x, t) for any (x, t) E [0, 1] x [0, T), where r = hi~a2 > 1 and (u, v) is the solution of (1.1). 
PROOF. 
STEP 1. We choose a constant C1 _> 1 large enough such that 
v ~'/~2 (x, O) < ClU(X, 0), for x e [0, 1]. (2.3) 
STEP 2. By Condition C, we have u(x, t) > 1, v(x, t) > 1 for any (x, t) E [0, 1] x [0, T). Moreover, 
C2 = r 1/(1-z1~+121) _> 1. Therefore, taking into account (1.1), for any constant C _> C2 we get 
(Cu)t = (Cu)zz + cl- lH(Cu)l '~(vr) I~2/~, in (0, 1) x (0, T), 
(2.4) 
(vr)t <_ (v~)zx + C 1-1~ (Cu) z2' (vr) (~-1+122)/r, in (0, 1) x (0, T). 
STEP 3. Fix a constant C > max{C1, C2, rl/(l+P~l-P~l)}. We prove that Cu(x, t) > v~(x, t) for 
any (x, t) E [0, i] x [0, T). Suppose that there exists a time to E (0, T) and a point z0 E [0, 1] 
such that Cu(xo, to) = v~/a2(xo, to) and Cu(x,t) > v~(x,t) for any (x,t) e [0, t0) x [0, 1]. Then 
taking into account (1.1), (2.3), and (2.4), by (1.1), (2.3), (2.4), the assumptions lll _> 12t, 
/31/1~2 >_ hi~a2 > 1 in B, we deduce easily that x0 cannot belong to the half-interval [0, 1). Thus, 
we have x0 = 1, and at the point (1,to) we get 
(Cu_v~, /~2)  (1,to)=Cl_p~(Cu)P,2a2/~+p,1 a, (Cu)(p22_l)~,/~+p2~+ , (2.5) 
z x oz2CP21 
By Assumption A and the choice of constant C, we have 
Pll -FP12 a2 P21 + 1 4- (P22 1) a2 
~1 OZl 
c l _P ,1  o~ 1 (2.6) >0.  
Cp21 oz 2 
From (2.5), (2.6), and (1.1) we obtain 
(Cu - v cq/c~2) (1,to) > 0. (2.7) 
/X  
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On the other hand, by (2.4), Assumption B and (Cu - v~)(x,t) > 0 in (0,1) x (0, t0), we have 
(Cu-va l /a2~ >_ (Cu-va l /a21  , i n (0 ,1)  x (0, t0). (2.8) 
/ t / ccx 
From (1.1) it follows that 
(Cu - v ~1/~2) (0, t) - 0, for 0 < t < to. (2.9) 
\ / x  
Therefore, from (2.4),(2.7)-(2.9), we obtain (Cu-  v~l/~2)(xo,to) > 0. This is a contradiction 
with our assumption. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is completed. 
3. BLOW-UP RATE FOR SYSTEM 
In this section, we prove our main results. Now we start with the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We begin with v(x, t). By Proposition 2.2, we obtain 
V e =Vxx.-~UI21V 122 ~Vx3jJf-~V 11 , in (0,1) X (0, T), 
v~(O,t) = 0, v~(1,t) = uP~(1,t)vP~(1,t)  >_ evm(1,t),  (13.1) 
v(x, O) = Vo(X), in (0, 1), 
where ll = 12131/~2 + 122, Pl = (al/0~2)p21 + P22 = 1 - (1/c~2) > 1, and max{c, 5} <_ 1. By the 
-2  assumption (L - Id)( ~2 ) -< ( -2 ) in B, we have 11 _> 2pl - 1 > 1. We take a constant ~ such that 
1 < min{~1-55,~l -mc}.  Let l) = 5v. Then we get 
>__ lP~x + l )l~ , in (0, 1) x (0, T), 
I)x(0, t) =0,  L (1 , t )  _> l)P'(1,t) ,  
lP(x, 0) = ~Vo(X), in (0, 1). 
By Proposit ion 2.1, we conclude that there exists a constant Cl such that 
max v(x,t)  >_ c~ 
xS[0,1] (T  - t )  1 / (1~-1)  ' (0  < t < T). (3.2) 
By the assumption fll/fl2 >_ c~1/c~2 > 1 in B and (1.2), we get 1/(ll - 1) > -f12 > 0. By taking 
a constant e satisfies 0 < e < min{1, T}, then from (3.2) we obtain 
max v(z , t )  > Cl(T - t) &, (T - e < t < T). (3.3) 
x~[O,1] - 
On the other hand, for 0 < t < T - e, we take 51 small enough such that 
0 < 51 < min {e-&,c l} .  (3.4) 
By (3.4) and the fact that v(z, t) k 1 in [0, 1] x [0, T), we get 
max v(x,t)  > 
x~[O,1] 
Thus, from (3.3) and (3.5), we have 
(0 < t < T - (3 .5 )  
Max v(x,t)  >_ 5 I (T -  t) &, (0 <_ t < T). (3.6) 
xe[O,1] 
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By Proposition 2.2, we have Cu(x, t )  >_ v~l/~2(x,t) for any (x,t)  E [0, 1] × [0, T). From (3.2) we 
get 
max u(x, t) > c2(T - t) -~'/~2(1'-1), (0 < t < T). (3.7) 
xE[0,1] -- 
By Assumptions A, B, and (1.2), we conclude that al /a2( l l  - 1) > -/31 > 0. By using a similar 
argument given in (3.3)-(3.5), there exists a constant 62 small enough such that 
max u(x,t )  > c2(T -  t) ~1, (0 < t < T). (3.8) 
~El0,q - 
Next in order to prove the reverse inequalities in Theorem 1.1. Now we start with u(x, t). By 
Proposition 2.2, we have 
~Zt ~ Uxx + C1 u/2, in (0, 1) × (0, T), 
ux(O,t) = 0, ux(1,t) = uPn(1,t)vP'2(1,t) < ClUP2(1,t), 
u(x,O) = uo(x), in (0, 1), 
where  12 = l l l  + 112/r, min{Cl ,C1}  > 1, r = a l /a2 ,  and P2 = {a lP l l  + a2p12}/al  = -1 /a l  
+ 1 > 1. By Assumption B, we have 12 _> 2102 - 1 > 1. We take a constant M large enough such 
that max{C1Ml - t2 ,C1M l-p2 } _< 1. Set ~ = Mu, then we get 
ut = uxx + ~z2, in (0, 1) × (0, T), 
~x(0, t) = 0, ~x(1,t) _ ~P2(1, t), 
~(x,O) = Muo(x),  in (0, 1). 
Thus, by Proposition 2.1, we obtain 
C2 
max Mu(x ,  t) < (0 < t < T). (3.9) 
xE[0,1] -- (T - t) l /q~-l)  ' - 
By the Assumption B and (1.2), we get 0 < 1/(12 - 1) _< -/31. Thus, there exists a constant 
0 < 6 < min{1,T} such that 
O2 
max u(x, t) < (T - 5 < t < T) (3.10) 
xE[0,1] -- (T - t )  -~1 '  - ' 
Since for any (x, t) E [0, 1] × [0, T - 6], we have 1 < u(x, t) <_ K,  the constant K is a bounded 
number depend of T - 6. Therefore, we can choose a constant C3 such that 
C3 _> max {02, KT-Z l} .  (3.11) 
From (310) and (3.11), we get 
max u(x,t )  < C3(T - t) ~ ,  (0 < t < T). (3.12) 
~E[o , I I  - 
By Proposition 2.2 and estimate (3.9) for u(x, t), we have 
max v(x,t )  < C4 (0 < t < T). (3.13) 
xE[0A] -- (T - t)~2/~(l~-l) ' - 
By the Assumption B and (1.2), we get a2/al(12 - 1) < -~32. By using a similar argument given 
in (3.10)-(3.12), there exists a constant C5 large enough such that 
C5 
max v(x, t) < (0 < t < T). (3.14) 
xe[0,1] - (T - t ) -~  ' - 
Combining (3.14) with (3.6), (3.8), and (3.12), we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. We begin with u(x,t) .  By Proposition 2.2, we have 
ut <_ uz~ + Clu z2, in (0, 1) x (0, T), 
ux(0, t) = 0, u~(1, t) = uV"(1,t)vm~(1,t) <_ CluP~(1,t), 
~(z, 0) = ~0(~), in (0, 1), 
(3.15) 
where  r = ~l/Og2, max{Ct ,C1} > 1, 12 = l~1 +/12/ r ,  and  P2 = {c~lpl l  + (:~2p12}/(~'1 :> 1. 
By B, we have 12 >_ 2p2 - 1 > 1. We can also take another constant /7/ large enough such that 
max{01/(1-1~CiR 1-m } < 1. Let ~ = Ku. Taking into account (a.15), we get 
ut <- ~2xx + ~Z2, in (0, 1) × (0, T), 
fzx(O,t) = 0, f iz(1,t) _~ fiv2(1,t), 
~(~, O) = R~o(x),  in (0,1). 
By Proposition 2.1 and Condition C, for any 0 <_ r < 1 there exists a constant C7 = C7(r) such 
that 
max u(x , t )  <_ Cr(r),  t E [0, T). (3.17) 
By Proposition 2.2 and (a.17), we get 
max v(z, t) _< Cs(r) ,  t ~ [0, T). 
x~[0,~] 
(:~.lS) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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